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Mojotone 5E3 Schematic. Thread starter Taller Start date Sep 21, Taller Gold Supporting
Member. Messages 3, I recently got a 5E3 Tweed Deluxe kit from Mojotone and have begun
populating the eyelet circuit board. I would imagine that most people don't even look at the
schematic, relying solely on the wiring diagram. I make this assumption based on the fact that
there is a mistake on the schematic, which has a date of - if someone had noticed and notified
Mojotone, I would have hoped they would have corrected the mistake in the last 5 years. I did
contact Mojotone, through their Web site, but heard nothing back. Their wiring diagram appears
to be correct, so that's a good thing, but it does not agree with their schematic. This is the
circuit's schematic, as it appears on the robrobinette. Messages 7, The amp would work the
same either way, though the Mojo version may be fractionally 'better' in terms of balance of the
cathodyne outputs. JPH Member. Last edited: Sep 21, HotBluePlates Member. Messages 10,
Taller said:. Their wiring diagram appears to be correct The cap is tied directly to the cathode,
as is the 1. The Mojotone schematic, found here It shows that capacitor on the other side of that
1. JPH said:. HotBluePlates said:. No, it fixes an imbalance. Whether "we need a fix" is debated
Messages 1, Fuchsaudio Member. The difference is insignificant. The concertina phase splitter
is basically a cathode follower on the bottom half and an anode follower on top. There is an
impedance difference, but it's negligible in terms of performance. Got the build completed, and I
gotta say, 'wow! I incorporated a few mods from the robinette Web site - standby switch;
low-pass mod; quieter than carbon comp metal film resistors at the input and grid-stoppers I do
this when recording in my home studio: I place the amp of choice next to me in the 'control
room' and unplug the internal speaker. I run a speaker cable from the 4 ohm tap to a mic'd up ".
This way, I can sit in front of my studio monitors and hear what the recorded sound will be.
There was another mistake on the Mojotone schematic. It shows a third grid on the 6v6's,
connected by a line to the cathode resistor and bypass cap. Messages You must log in or
register to reply here. Trending Topics. Poll: Are you buying the Quad Cortex? So what do y'all
think about the Dave Mustaine Gibsons? Guitars in General. What do you play when you are
asked to play something? Playing and Technique. Will Kemper be dethroned? Telecaster Guitar
Forum. Win a Broadcaster or one of 3 Teles! The annual Supporting Member Giveaway is on. To
enter Click Here. To see all the prizes and full details Click Here. To view the thread about the
giveaway Click Here. May 30, 1. Age: 49 Posts: 8. Hey all, I've nearly completed my first 5e3
build, though I will be away and unable to work on it for about a month I am building this from a
tubedepot kit, though I elected to use a turret board. Golddeluxe 5e3 was kind enough to furnish
me with the layout he received from them for the turret board. I'm new to this and am trying to
understand the wiring. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Much thanks, Rick. May 30, 2.
Posts: I had heard that you could get the Tube Depot kit with a turret board but never had seen
a copy of the layout. You are correct. One of the smart guys like Rob or Clint will chime in and
explain what's going on with the turret layout that they supplied. I read several sources say that
the "ground" switch was redundant with the advent of a modern 3-prong cord. May 30, 3. The
standby switch on that turretboard layout lifts the center tap connection of the power
transformer. Honestly, I would just forego the standby switch entirely. The rectifier tube
inherently delays the high voltage anyway, while using a standby switch can shorten its life big
current surge to fill the capacitors when you flip the switch on while the tube is already warm.
Fender didn't need one, you don't either. If you want to mute the amp easily, just pull the guitar
cable just enough to short the input. May 30, 4. Last edited: May 30, May 30, 5. May 30, 6. Posts:
6, Good stuff. It's hard to argue with the Wizard. As Badside says, it's not really to worry. If your
amp has a standby switch, just don't leave the amp in standby needlessly or for long periods.
Then too, when one of my stage crew rushes to plug in my Pearly Gates instead of my
Broadcaster, the mute function on my Bassman comes in handy. You hate to hit the Albert Hall
crowd with those transients May 30, 7. May 30, 8. Thanks so much for the replies! When I get
back, I was all set to wire it up as a standby as in the pc board layout, but now perhaps I won't.
In fact, I suppose I could use that space to put in a master volume pot or some other 5e3 mod in
the future. I've learned a lot just trying to match up the two different layouts. For example, in the
turret board layout, there's a resistor between pins 5 and 1 as well as between pins 4 and 6 of
the 6v6 power tubes. In the pc board layout the resistors are between pins 4 and 1 and 5 and 6. I
was wracking my brains to understand why there was this "crucial" difference. I kept thinking
that maybe there was a huge mistake and if i follow this layout, the whole thing will blow up.
Then, of course i looked up the pinout and discovered that at least in my mind and in this case,

pins 1 and 6 are interchangeable. It's been a lot of fun so far. King Fan likes this. May 30, 9. And
yes, I will be following those startup steps to a T, once it gets to that point, thanks for the
advice! It will be about a month before I can get back into it, though I left it close to done, at
least the major work. I think I'll try and get a light bulb current limiter built and be very careful
with all. After all, the fear of great voltages was the main reason i didn't start doing this a long
time ago. I've built a bunch of pedals, which have always been fun and rewarding, but you're
pretty much only dealing with 9volts there May 30, Posts: 1, I wired a standby switch into my
5e3 when I built it. I know that you don't need one, and that it might not be the best for the
tubes, but I still really like having that switch I can flip to mute the amp if I'm switching guitars
or cables. Sure there are other ways you can do it, but the switch is convenient. I don't typically
leave it in standby for long. Posts: 23, Jun 1, Posts: 8, If you want to delete the 5E3's standby
switch just bypass the switch. Jun 2, GoldDeluxe5E3 likes this. Age: 49 Posts: Never had a
problem You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Please, follow these basic instructions to place your order: Add only the
numerical characters of the Item Number. Description and pack size will be displayed. You will
be presented with a list of items after entering 3 digits, select one of them. Suggestions are
welcomed, please contact us! My cart. My Cart. Click here to see your shopping cart. This is
going to be a longer article, so we will break it up into 3 separate episodes. So let's get started!
Right off the bat, we will unbox our kit to find a wide variety of hardware, electronics, wires, etc.
For a deeper look at what's inside the kit box, please refer to the unboxing video below. So to
start, we will need to locate our chassis, our transformers, and all of our basic hardware
components switches, pilot light assembly, tube sockets, jacks, etc. Once we've done this, we
will start by installing all of our potentiometers with their solder lugs facing upwards, as seen in
Image 1A below. The potentiometers will fasten on via the nuts that should already be threaded
onto them, so simply remove the nut and washer, insert the pot shaft through the chassis
cutout, from the inside to the outside, and re-apply the washer, and re-fasten the nut. There is
no need to install the knobs at this stage so we will just leave them as they are. Here again,
these will fasten via the hardware that should already be threaded onto these components -simply remove the hardware, insert the component, and re-fasten the hardware See Image 2A.
Notice I have mounted my input jacks on the outside of the chassis -- this will help down the
road when we go to wire them together. This is, of course, is a matter of preference but for now
I'm going to leave mine on the outside Image 2B. Now we can move on to transformers. The
larger transformer power transformer goes into the chassis cutout as it will be slightly
recessed. Here you will need your keps nuts to fasten onto the transformer mounting threads.
Simply line up the threaded transformer posts with their small cutouts in the chassis, insert,
and thread the nuts on to fasten the transformer down. Note: make sure to pull all of the wire
leads through the chassis as well. Refer to Image 3A and 3B below. Note: Install rubber
grommets in holes also indicated in Image 4A -- these are the holes through which you will feed
the output transformer lead wires. There are only two mounting holes, thus two ways these
could be mounted -- the orientation can be whatever you feel comfortable with, but it is advised
that once you decide on an orientation, that this be uniform throughout the preamp tube
sockets same for power tube sockets. You can see the uniform orientation I've chosen for my
preamp tubes in Image 5A below. In order to do this, we need to first cut about a 2" piece of
22ga solid cloth-covered wire. Then, we will remove the cloth from the wire. Lastly, we will
thread the wire through the center lug, around and through the 2 outer lugs refer to Image 6A.
Once we have a solid terminal strip, we need to choose a place to install it. For many builders,
this will be a matter of preference. For my build today, I am going to fasten this strip to one of
the mounting screws on my rectifier tube socket refer to Image 7A. Now it's time to start
populating our fiberboard. Once we are oriented properly, we need to open up our
beautifully-organized tackle box full of electronic components. I'm going to work from left to
right. Begin identifying the necessary components on the diagram one at a time, and finding the
corresponding component in our tackle box. Note: If an eyelet hole requires more than one
component, try inserting the larger component first. This helps keep everything in place while
we are stuffing the board see Image 9A. The importance of this lies within the idea that we only
want to solder each eyelet hole once -- so while we are populating the board with more and
more components, we need some degree of security to prevent our components from falling out
constantly. Once all of our components are in place, we need to start adding lead wires. Take a
look at your wiring diagram and notice which eyelet holes have a lead wire running off of them
and out to another component somewhere in the chassis. Then, go ahead and cut enough
pieces of wire to accommodate all of these leads. I like to cut my leads around 4" long to give
me enough wire to route wherever I need. Make the same hooks at the end of the wire, and push

the lead wires into their respective eyelet holes. Once you've done this, your board should look
like the board below in Image 10A. Finally for today , we need to install and solder in our jumper
wires. Jumper wires can be seen in the diagram of your fiberboard as semi-transparent lead
lines connecting one eyelet hole to another. The reason these are illustrated this way is because
these jumper wires will be installed on the backside of the fiberboard. Flip the board over, make
sure you still have a grasp on the board's orientation so you don't make the wrong connections
with your jumpers, and start identifying jumper connection points. Once one end of a jumper
wire is inserted into the proper eyelet hole, you should be able to solder this eyelet, as the
jumper wire should be the final component for each eyelet. Now that your first jumper wire is in
place, you can solder the eyelet refer to Image 11A. Once the solder cools, give the jumper and
any other lead wires a very light tug to check the integrity of the solder connection. Continue
down this path of cutting your jumper wires to length and soldering them in. Once all of the
jumper connections have been made, you can solder in the remainder of the eyelet holes. After
your solder connections have been made, you can clip the excess leads for a nice clean looking
board. You should now have a board that looks like the one seen below in Images 12A and 12B.
Alright alright alright! It's time to take a break for now -- I think we've all earned it. Join us on
our next episode where we will mount the fiberboard, connect our input jacks and wire our
board out to the other components in our amplifier! It's gonna be exciting so you'd better not
miss it. See you soon! Recent Articles. Follow Us. Log Out Log In. Amp Parts. Mojotone
Pickups. Mojotone Artists. New Products. Blackout Amps. Mojotone Amp Kits. This amp kit also
comes with the following documents. Mojotone reserves the right to change or substitute any
and all of the parts contained in this amplifier kit without advertisement or notification to the
buyer. Part substitutions made by Mojotone are guaranteed not to affect the integrity or
operation of your amplifier kit. Time estimates listed are from start to finish. If you are new to
tube amplifiers, additional time may need to be factored. Our beginner level kits such as the
tweed champ and tweed deluxe include a manual. The Mojotone staff is available Monday
through Friday from a. EST unless otherwise closed. Mojotone kits include the best quality
parts that are available at the time of purchase. If a substitution is required, our team will use
parts that are of equal quality to ensure the integrity of the kit build remains the same. Building
a fully functional amplifier kit is not an easy task. Before building a kit, one should have the
ability to properly solder as well as read and understand a schematic and wiring diagram. While
we do our very best to ensure all documentation is current, the included documentation is
meant to serve as an overall guide to building the amplifier. Simply following the schematic and
wiring diagram does not guarantee you will have a fully functional amplifier. In fact, post build
troubleshooting is a common issue across all builds. Our staff is available to assist with basic
troubleshooting needs. There are plenty of online videos available that are helpful with most
post build issues. Building a tube amplifier takes time, dedication, resources and most
importantly The experience of building an amp can come with some frustration, the reward of
completing the build is definitely well worth your time. Please review the wiring diagram,
schematic and manual if applicable prior to making your purchase. Please, follow these basic
instructions to place your order: Add only the numerical characters of the Item Number.
Description and pack size will be displayed. You will be presented with a list of items after
entering 3 digits, select one of them. Suggestions are welcomed, please contact us! My cart. My
Cart. Click here to see your shopping cart. Tell a Friend. When purchasing a kit from Mojotone,
you will receive the following documentation. Schematic 2. Both were so much fun to put
together. Their instructions are spot on, and the quality of the components are top notch. When
you're done, you have an amp that's worth twice the cost of the kit, had you purchased it from
Fender. I actually found the Deluxe build easier.. These guys are the best Thanks dudes, Cheers
to you. I would suggest using the online instructions as they were better than the ones that my
amp shipped with and have somewhat simpler grounding points for some components and
gives you a better idea of how long to cut your leads. I used the included instructions and my
amp still works fine. All the parts came well organized in a compartmentalized plastic container
which made it easy to find each component. I did have one extra capacitor and was missing one
resistor. This is my first traditional tube amp and it sounds great. I turn it up to 6. It sound great
for blues. The only issue the amp had was my fault for putting the rectifier tube in wrong. The
fuse saved it, meaning it did its job. I'm a mechanical Engineer with a lot of soldering
experience, I used an adjustable soldering station, Weller wes51, I don't think it would be fun to
do this with a cheap straight plug in style iron as some of the components are quite large. If you
take your time and check your work as you go you should end up with a pretty nice piece of kit
in the end. Name: Mike Rating: 5 Everyone needs to try this at least once So, through the years I
have been eyeballing these Mojotone kits. Ever since the early days of Ampwares. I have had
quite a few old Fender amps. As you would expect, they always need upkeep. Luckily, my dad

worked as an electrical engineer for a local television station for 30 years, so he thought me
how to soldier and he has helped me fix many amps. I have been kind of learning how to work
on amps through him since my early 20s. I am very proud of the job I did and I updated my dad
through the whole project and he was amazed how fast I got it done. The amp itself is definitely
tweedy sounding. Love this amp. Not 5 stars because manual could be more clear. Some re-dos
for me- not a beginner. Had to clip a cap lead and resolder with extending jumper in order to
access nut attaching board to chassis. Great learning experience! Sound is over all
expectations. Name: Glen Duncan Rating: 5 null Very glad to see that Mojotone came out with
their own build manual and they now have a method of mounting the board as opposed to
letting it hang by the wires. I now feel as though I can recommend this kit to others. Name: JSB
Rating: 5 This one's a keeper This kit was so much fun to build, I spent a lot more than 6 hours
trying to make it look perfect. I didn't want the build to end. There really aren't words to describe
just how good the tone is. Playing this amp instantly reminded me of all the greats who've used
the 5F1 in the past, it sounds exactly like all those records. I love this amp! Name: Andy Logan
Rating: 5 null I built this kit about four years ago. This thing is a monster. Terrific clean tones at
lower volumes and unparallelled overdriven tones just before max. My go to amp for recording.
Trust me, tinkerers. Leave the stock 8" speaker in there! I tried others, and put it the American
Vintage back in. Parts are top notch. I went stock, except I switched the orange drops for blue
sozos, and used NOS tubes. Great kit. Boutique quality at an extremely affordable price! The
Tweed Champ is one of my favorites. You can build it with an output transformer that has
multiple taps. Plus you can build it with a 10" speaker. The wood shop builds all my cabs and
baffle boards. They do a terrific job with custom requests. I build both the stock kit which is
perfectly matched to the traditional Tweed Champ. I've also explored with military grade
resistors and wiring to eliminate virtually all ground loop noise. I also use some grounding
tricks to eliminate feedback. Aluminum chassis help greatly. I boost the sound with a 30 watt
10" speaker. This allows me to play gigs in a small room with an awesome sound. Mic it and
send it through the P A and you've got the sound of a big Tweed amp. It's hard to believe this
Little Giant has so much capability. I use this amp for practice as well as for gigs. It's easy to
carry around and people wonder how you get such a huge sound from such a small amp. It's a
great crowd pleaser. I've found that no matter what amp you decide to build Mojotone amp kits
are the answer to all your craving sound needs. I don't go by the time it takes to build an amp.
I'm doing so many other extra things I just want to get it right the first time. I only use silver
solder and silver plated military grade wire. Any copper wire is silver plated before installation. I
just don't like the way copper oxidizes and lead solder deteriorates. I taught jewelry for years
and use my knowledge base to improve what I'm able to control. The layouts provided by
Mojotone are extremely accurate. Plus the pictures they provide add so much info it's hard not
to get it right. I love every amp I've built. The Tweed Champ is an excellent first build. It will lead
you into exploring the riches waiting at your finger tips. The amp is a pretty straight forward
build and merits the 1 out of 5 build difficulty rating. The 4 hour build time is pretty close for
someone with a little experience but might be a bit shy for a first timer. I built my own cabinet
and paired the Champ with a 20 watt 10" speaker. The amp puts out studio quality sound and
belies its 5 watt rating. As mentioned in another review, it mics up really well. It also takes
pedals really well. Plus, the folks at Mojotone are always great at helping on any technical
questions. Name: gerald n. Rating: 5 Because I'm new to this whole amp kit thing I took my time
but it still only took me about 6 or 7 hours and sounds great. Great little kit, looking forward to
the next one. Customers who bought this item also boughtâ€¦ SALE. Related Items Lacquer
Small Cabinet. Kester ''44'' Rosin Core Solder. Follow Us. Log Out Log In. Amp Parts. Mojotone
Pickups. Mojotone Artists. New Products. Blackout Amps. Mojotone Amp Kits. Kester ''44''
Rosin Core Solder Details. Used in our Mojotone Tweed Deluxe kit. Output Taps: 8 ohm X Mount
with 3. Wiring Diagram. Quality, Reliability, and Excellence are what make our transformers the
best around. Please use caution when referencing these wiring diagrams. Mojo transformers
have undergone various changes over the years and these wiring diagrams are meant to aid in
the purchasing process and represent current production only. These diagrams may not
necessarily correspond to previous models. Mojo is not liable for damage that may result from
the use of these diagrams. Please contact us if you are unsure about anything relating to Mojo
transformers or if you need to verify data on a specific transformer you have been shipped,
especially if you did not purchase the transformer within the past six months. Please, follow
these basic instructions to place your order: Add only the numerical characters of the Item
Number. Description and pack size will be displayed. You will be presented with a list of items
after entering 3 digits, select one of them. Suggestions are welcomed, please contact us! My
cart. My Cart. Click here to see your shopping cart. Tweed Deluxe 5E3 Output Transformer. Tell
a Friend. Customers who bought this item also boughtâ€¦ SALE. Tweed Deluxe 5E3 Style

Chassis 4. Follow Us. Log Out Log In. Amp Parts. Mojotone Pickups. Mojotone Artists. New
Products. Blackout Amps. Mojotone Amp Kits. These amps were originally designed as medium
power amps that would allow a musician to plug in more than one amplified instrument at a
time. At higher volumes, this amp produces saturated tones that were adopted as signature
tones for the likes of Billy Gibbons, Neil Young, Don Felder, and Larry Carlton. Utilizing two 6V6
power tubes, one 12AY7 preamp tube, and one 12AX7 preamp tube, the circuit is simple enough
to maintain a rich harmonic composition but powerful enough for guitarists to use in recording
studios, rehearsals and smaller venues â€” and the amp is just a microphone away from being
ready for bigger stages. We chose a Jensen C12Q 35 Watt speaker to complement the 5E3 style
circuit, as it enhances the sound of the amp without compromising its historic tonal accuracy.
Our Tweed Deluxe style amp has two normal channel inputs and two bright channel inputs. The
normal and bright channels each have their own volume control, and the two channels can even
be 'jumpered' together and blended for a new range of tonal options. The global tone control
also helps shape the overall timbre of the amp, giving the player total control over their sound
without having to spend hours dialing in EQs. We have a multi-tap output transformer available
for this kit which features 4, 8, and 16 Ohm speaker output secondary taps. This amp kit also
comes with the following documents. Mojotone reserves the right to change or substitute any
and all of the parts contained in this amplifier kit without advertisement or notification to the
buyer. Part substitutions made by Mojotone are guaranteed not to affect the integrity or
operation of your amplifier kit. Time estimates listed are from start to finish. If you are new to
tube amplifiers, additional time may need to be factored. Our beginner level kits such as the
tweed champ and tweed deluxe include a manual. The Mojotone staff is available Monday
through Friday from a. EST unless otherwise closed. Mojotone kits include the best quality
parts that are available at the time of purchase. If a substitution is required, our team will use
parts that are of equal quality to ensure the integrity of the kit build remains the same. Building
a fully functional amplifier kit is not an easy task. Before building a kit, one should have the
ability to properly solder as well as read and understand a schematic and wiring diagram. While
we do our very best to ensure all documentation is current, the included documentation is
meant to serve as an overall guide to building the amplifier. Simply following the schematic and
wiring diagram does not guarantee you will have a fully functional amplifier. In fact, post build
troubleshooting is a common issue across all builds. Our staff is available to assist with basic
troubleshooting needs. There are plenty of online videos available that are helpful with most
post build issues. Building a tube amplifier takes time, dedication, resources and most
importantly The experience of building an amp can come with some frustration, the reward of
completing the build is definitely well worth your time. Please review the wiring diagram,
schematic and manual if applicable prior to making your purchase. Please, follow these basic
instructions to place your order: Add only the numerical characters of the Item Number.
Description and pack size will be displayed. You will be presented with a list of items after
entering 3 digits, select one of them. Suggestions are welcomed, please contact us! My cart. My
Cart. Click here to see your shopping cart. Tell a Friend. When purchasing a kit from Mojotone,
you will receive the following documentation. Schematic 2. Top notch parts throughout. Not a
single problem or issue. I had requested some extra green wire, as some reviews mentioned
that they ran out, and you included it.. The tone is beautiful, as it should be. Cheers to you cats
at Mojotone. Rock on mates! I followed the instructions and took my time, I was a little
apprehensive when I powered it up but everything went great! Name: Colton W Rating: 5 null
This amp is an absolute unit. After my first kit build 5F11 , I immediately ordered the 5E3 Deluxe
kit and got to work. I'm officially hooked.. Again, the quality of the chassis and parts were top
notch, the components well-organized, and the amp fired right up on the first try! It's easy to
see why this circuit is so immensely popular. It's quirky, it's wild, but it absolutely roars when I
wind up the Volumes with the channels jumped. I added ohm screen resistors to the output
tubes to smooth out the overdrive, but other than that it's bone stock.. I'm already looking
forward to my next kit build! I took my time and checked my wiring over and over and it worked
the first time I went through the testing and power up process. The kit is well organized and
very well documented. The cabinet was top quality and just beautifully built. Just a joy to build
and a very rewarding experience. Just remember to switch your meter from AC to DC when
completing the tests of the transformer voltages and moving on to the voltage checks on the
board. I also built a dim bulb test fixture for extra confidence and to protect the amp when
power up testing. The dim bulb fixture will shunt all the current to a light bulb if there is a short
in the amp and will protect it from burning up components. A light bulb, socket, power outlet,
some wire from the hardware store and you have extra insurance on power up. There are
youtube videos that show how simple it is to build. Built a radio 30 years ago but otherwise
have no build or tube equipment experience and it was an easy fairly simple project. About 8

hours of work over 2 days for me. Take your time and make sure your soldering skills are good
and you will succeed. Amazingly the thing worked first time. Actually at first I thought there was
something wrong, but the tubes needed time to warm up - sweet! A few tips to future first
timers. Watch the build videos - a few times with the instructions in front of you so you can see
the process. Take you time. It took me a week - working an hour or two everyday. But I stopped
when I got tired - there's no rush! Double check everything - before you solder, after you solder,
and before you apply power. I printed out extra circuit diagrams and marked off each wire and
connection as I checked it. Don't strip the wires - just pull back the cloth covering. Do a no
power walk through of the voltage tests as a practice before putting the power on. Ok - only
small negatives: The speaker plug was super fiddly to get soldered right. I am sure it's period
authentic, but I'd probably have opted for a more modern one. I struggled a bit with the lengths
of the wires. I was worried about running out. I did get close with the green wire. Other than that
- great experience - great result. Would strongly recommend. So, ordered a complete kit and
while I waited for the delivery I poured over the online building instructions and watched the
YouTube videos and my confidence grew. Too make the build go smoothly, I only worked on it a
couple hours at a time. That schedule kept me kept me focused and looking forward to the next
time. For the record, the build took me a lot longer than 5 hours but I was not in a race. If a guy
or gal wanted to get it done quickly they could because the Mojo folks supply an excellent
complete kit with superb colored instructions and their parts are well identified and, if needed,
they are very helpful people I was sure wiring the resistors, capacitors, and lead wires to the
eyelet board would be the challenge but that was simple. Since the eyelet board is flat, and
laying right in front of you with no difficult soldering gymnastics required, it turned out just fine.
I felt the greater challenge was wiring and soldering the tube sockets but even they went
smoothly The real moment arrives when you begin to breathe life into your creation and plug it
in for the first time. Unsure of my work I literally held my breath, stood back, and wore my safety
googles however nothing exploded. After that I just followed the final check list. I went through
all of the test points with the multimeter and everything checked out ok and that was a great
feeling. After finishing installing the speaker and chassis in the cabinet, it was time to rock. I
took the tone and volume up slowly as I got the amp up to speed. Finally, I cranked it up and
took off with some classic rock from Hotel California and the amp sounded great. It went into a
warm overdrive but a slight bit boomy but I loved the sound. Load of fun and now I have a
classic amp backed by a great company. Name: Ron Rating: 5 null My first build and I took
forever to complete but that was the whole point. I was recovering from knee surgery and then
self isolation due to corona virus I took my time and fuss over each section until I had little
doubt that everything was connected correctly. I fired it up using references from the manual
and a mojotone youtube video. Surprised to find it worked flawlessly and has super tone! Very
happy with the whole experience. Thanks Mojotone. Name: Ken Rating: 5 null Outstanding kit!
Kept me occupied during the shelter in place situation. A few nits Not feeling much love for
soldering eyelets. I dulled my wire strippers on the all cloth wire. Maybe a choke option. Not
sure I really need this much vintage authenticity, although I guess I understand why Mojo put
the kit together this way. Very nice kit, excellently put together. The amp sounds like a 5E3,
which is fantastic! Name: Bob Rating: 5 Outstanding Amplifier! Simply stated, this is an
outstanding amplifier. It delivers beautifully rich clean tones and really brings the goods when
you want some grunt and roll the guitar's controls up. I had a few 12" speakers not being used
so in order to save a few dollars I ordered the kit without a speaker. I have a Jensen Tornado
installed in it and the amp sounds absolutely terrific to my ears with both single coils and
humbuckers. I often run the volumes as high as 7 up to max and can still get those lush cleans
at will. I've heard a lot of folks complain how the volume on 5E3 style amps comes on fast and
strong and that after 10 o'clock it's not more volume it's just more break-up. I'm a nut for good
tone. I usually plug straight in to an amp and just use the guitar's controls instead of using
pedals. By using RS wiring kits done 50's style in all my guitars, a low capacitance Vovox cable,
picking dynamics, and a 12AY7 in V1 I can get all the cleans and all the break up I want no
matter how loud this amp is turned up, just by using the guitar pots. Putting effects pedals in
front of the amp just makes this great amp even more versatile. I'm so glad I bought it. I would
be remiss if I didn't mention the quality of fit and finish of the tweed covered pine cabinet, 'really
well done. I added several coats of amber shellac and one of my Brookwood handles and it's
truly stunning. The 5E3 is the second Mojotone kit I've assembled this year, along with their
tweed Champ kit. I'm back today to order the tweed Vibrolux :. I am generally mechanical, but
aside from soldering in some pickups on a kit guitar, I had no prior experience in assembling
electronics. The kit arrived very quickly and the packaging and overall quality of the cabinet and
parts was outstanding. The green wire provided was about 2 feet short, but Mojotone was great
about sending me the additional wire needed to complete the build. Here are a few lessons I

learned about the kit and assembly that may be helpful to others who have no experience in
building an amp. I ordered the multi tap output transformer Mojo SF which includes leads for 4,
8, and 16 ohm outputs to the speaker. The speaker included in the kit is 8 ohm, so you need to
use the green wire in lieu of the yellow wire shown in the diagram if you are building it stock.
Another big lesson learned was to be very careful when soldering the pre-amp 9-pin sockets. I
had some excess solder drip down into the pin socket holes, making installation of the tubes
impossible. When trying to remove the excess solder, I ended up ruining them and had to
reinstall new ones. Aside from being careful not to use too much solder, I found that turning the
chassis upside down while soldering will prevent any excess solder from running down into the
pin slots. The last area not adequately covered in the manual or shown in their demo video is
the connection between the first 3 eyelets on the upper left side of the board. The wire diagram
shows a bare wire jumper connection across these three eyelets, which appears to be an
updated version of the schematic used in their instructional video. If you follow the directions in
the manual or watch the video, the specifics on how to make this connection is not addressed.
After pulling my hair out trying to figure out what was causing the issue, I finally noticed this
jumper wire on the wiring diagram. After combing through other build videos on YouTube, I
noticed that builders made this connection in multiple ways, mostly on the back of the board,
some with insulation and others with bare wire. Since my chassis was fully assembled before I
noticed the error, I soldering a stripped piece of the green gauge wire across the three eyelets
and presto, the hum was gone, all the voltages checked out, and the amp roared to life. I
absolutely love the tone of this amp and believe that any beginner can successfully complete
the build with great results. The overall quality and top rate customer support from Mojotone is
excellent, and I would highly recommend this kit to anyone. Each year I try to get some kind of
crazy project for my music students, and our schools engineering students, to participate in
that has something to do with music technology. Last year, we designed and built an electric
guitar. This year, we decided to branch out into the wide world of guitar amplifiers. If we have an
electric guitar, why not have an amp to use it with. I was a bit hesitant to to begin this project
with high school students because playing with v electricity can be a little bit on the risky side.
However, we dove right in. We actually built the Tube Screamer Pedal first to make sure we
could get the soldering and everything right, it is an awesome project too. MOJOtone provides
such amazing documentation on this amp build. It was so great to be able to have the students
walk through the process and begin to understand the joy of building with their hands!
Something other than hiding behind their telephones. The amp sounds absolutely amazing. I
couldn't be happier with the product! The sound is spot on to the original Tweed amps and
really does crank out some volume. I would highly recommend this project if you want to dip
your toe into amp building. Name: Mojoe Rating: 5 oh what fun I, just like others here, bought
this as my first amp build kit. It was a ton of fun putting it together. Make sure you pay attention
to the "on-line" layout picture because that is where the latest revision is. The on-line
instructions are very good too you don't need the "other guys" instructions. Triple check your
solder joints. You might think you don't have any cold solder joints but I'm willing to bet you will
have at least one. I had a bit of a challenge with the preamp section but once I found my issue,
all was good. Mojotone gives great support if you need to contact them. Everything that other
reviewers have said about this amp kit is true. After the fun of building it is over, the real joy is
playing through it and the tone you will hear. It just sounds great. It took me a while to pull the
trigger to buy this. I kept comparing it with the "other guy's kit". I'm very happy I chose this one.
If you are reading this, stop hesitating and just do it. Worth every penny, time, etc. I'm
thoroughly satisfied. Name: Pete Rating: 5 Got shocked or am in shock! Added an impedance
selector switch to take full advantage of the sp. Very modest price to build the head version. Am
building my own cabinet for the head. At this point the amp is built but the cabinet is not. So
loud for so few watts If you like controlling the sound of your amp from the volume knob of your
guitar this is an amp you will love. Set the Volume relatively high on the amp. On the guitar,
lower volume settings yield a beautiful clean tone, but turn the volume up and you can burn the
house down. No need for distortion or booster pedals. In fact the cleaner the signal, the better.
Totally simple circuit produces the best sounds an electric guitar can make. Too many pedals
muddy the signal. One or two at most. Hot pickups provide the best crunch, but single coils
have a very musical sound. Everything comes out smooth sounding. I love it so much that I
want to build at least a couple other kits offered by mojotone. I am planning to sell stuff so that I
can purchase those kits and build them too. Point to point hand wired simple circuit tube amps
are the best that an electric guitarist can do. Thanks Mojotone! You guys are awesome! When
you build your own amp DIY and it comes out as good as mine did with nothing more than a bit
of email correspondence and reading the online tutorials I am in shock. It seemed scary going
into it, but seems like it was totally easy in retrospect. It was the most rewarding project I have

ever undertaken! Can't wait to start the next one! The parts are well organized, and between the
information included and YouTube videos, the answers to my questions were available. Thank
you MojoTone for making this available! This baby is a keeper. It was a learning experience as I
never built a amp before. Thanks to Mojotone and all the staff that help and guided all of us.
Thanks to Sweetwater for holding the class. I'm thinking about building a Blackface Bass amp
next. Name: sam Rating: 5 luckyolsun. No other speaker can give that midrange and sparkle and
bottom end combined, takes a while to calm down and decompress but when it opens up its a
killer with the 5e3! The Blue is slightly louder but the c12q's mids cut through way better and
lend the amp to be played in a bigger variety of venues. The c12q is pure vintage tone! Ive tried
a few top boutique amps that cost four times the amount looking to upgrade the 5e3 and they
just dont match up to the 5e3 for a number of reasons. Thankyou Mojo Tone, superb work! God
Bless from Devon, England. The seminar was great and the amp is great. I am experienced in
building electronic devices so I figured it would be an easy build. It was. But lots of fun. The
other guys there were not all experienced in building but they all went home with a working
amp. I love the amp and the seminar. Name: Sterling Dewey Rating: 5 null Great experience
building my first amplifier. MoJo Tone has done an outstanding job putting this kit together. The
quality of the cabinet is second to none.!! It is absolutely beautiful. Thanks MoJo Tone. Name:
M. Virok Rating: 5 null Everything within the kit was well-labeled and easy to identify. The
woodwork quality: fantastic. It took less time than I originally thought to assemble this piece,
which was good since I was genuinely excited to hear the results! Tonally this offset head is a
wonderful tool for both the stage and studio. The parts are all first rate and clearly labeled. None
of us had any problems and all of the amps sounded superb. Recommend these kits to anyone!
Thanks for a great experience. The Deluxe is, without a doubt, the sweetheart of the bunch.
There is a reason this circuit is still a favorite with tone aficionados. It just works! Name: Miguel
Rating: 5 null Exellent kit! The other channel remains the same with stock components. Sounds
more Marshallesque! Great job on the tweed cabinet Mojotone! Name: Cyrus Rating: 5 Tweed
Deluxe I really felt the need to come on here and write a positive review. I bought the tweed
deluxe kit just small parts and not only was it easy to put together, it for real sounds like a
tweed deluxe. I couldn't be happier with this kit. Name: Rick S Rating: 5 null Bought the
complete kit and just finished it. This was my first amp build I have done lots of pedal builds so
it took me a while as there were no instructions however the wiring layout provided was clear
and easy to follow. There was plenty of information on the internet regarding lead dress and
grounding ideas that helped me out. I'm blown away with the tone, right up there with the
vintage tweeds but much quieter! The cabinet is quality is first rate, the amp parts are all high
quality. Customer service is nothing short of amazing. They accommodated my special
shipping requirements on very short notice and today after calling them about a component
issue have immediately sent me a replacement part. There are lots of kit choices out there but
I'll stick with Mojotone. Apart from another amp kit I'm thinking about trying their guitar pickups
and wiring components next. Name: Jason B. This is the best sounding amp kit I've ever built,
and I've built over 50 kits myself. The sound is spot on to a vintage Tweed Deluxe, the look and
feel of it is also reminiscent to the original Fender Tweed Deluxe. There is nothing more that I
can say, except that this kit is the perfect reproduction! Customers who bought this item also
boughtâ€¦ SALE. Follow Us. Log Out Log In. Amp Parts. Mojotone Pickups. Mojotone Artists.
New Products. Blackout Amps. Mojotone Amp Kits. Please, follow these basic instructions to
place your order: Add only the numerical characters of the Item Number. Description and pack
size will be displayed. You will be presented with a list of items after entering 3 digits, select one
of them. Suggestions are welcomed, please contact us! My cart. My Cart. Click here to see your
shopping cart. Prewired Pickguards. Mojotone Artists. Electronics Adapters. Hardware Knobs.
Transformers Power Transformers. Output Transformers. Vacuum Tubes Output Vacuum
Tubes. Preamp Vacuum Tubes. Mojotone FX Loop. Kits Blackface Amp Kits. British Amp Kits.
Brownface Amp Kits. Mojotone Amp Kits. Tweed Amp Kits. Capacitor Kits. Guitar Wiring Kits.
Pickup Kits. Switching Kits. Vacuum Tube Kits. Cabinets Amp Covers. Back Panels. Baffle
Converters. Cabinets Loaded with Speakers. Cabinet Recovers. Speakers Celestion. Fret Wire.
Tuning Keys. Accessories Apparel. Instrument Cables. Shop Supplies. Wireless Accessories.
Pedal Boards. Pedal Parts. Follow Us. Log Out Log In. Amp Parts. Mojotone Pickups. New
Products. Blackout Amps. Sort Name. Sort Price. There were several other models of the '
Deluxe ' but the 5E3 is by far the most popular. The 5E3 amp kit phenomenon is still going
strong so there's lots of new tube amp guitarists that would like a not-too-technical explanation
of how the amp works, what each component does, and how changing those components will
affect the amp's voice. I won't be going over tube theory and other introductory material here so
check it out if you have trouble understanding this webpage. For information on the evolution of
the Fender Deluxe and Deluxe Reverb circuit see this. If you like to mod your amps check out

my 5E3 Modifications webpage. I also have a page dedicated to the magical 5F6-A Bassman
amp. The Power Transformer and Output Transformer are attached to the other side of the
chassis. Photo and chassis by Bob Arbogast. Some of the elements that give the 5E3 Deluxe
such a unique voice are its funky interactive volume and tone controls and it's raw, deep voice.
Both volumes and the tone controls all interact to create some unique tones. Its rawness comes
from both preamp gain stages having bypassed cathodes for maximum gain and with no
negative feedback loop breakup comes on early. This leads to little headroom, early dirt and a
lazy transition from clean to distortion. The 5E3's very large coupling and bypass capacitors
give the amp more bass response than most but this can lead to boominess and 'farting out'.
Amplifying all those low frequencies uses a lot of power and can overwhelm the power supply
circuit which leads to voltage sag, output volume compression and 'note bloom. Its cathode
biased power tubes sound rounder, tubey and warm compared to more modern fixed bias
amps. Its old school, almost no gain cathodyne phase inverter doesn't drive the power tubes as
hard as amps with a long tail pair phase inverter. From a modern perspective the 5E3 Deluxe
has many design 'defects' but they come together to create a unique and beloved tone that's
still gaining in popularity. We'll start the analysis of the 5E3 Deluxe with my annotated versions
of the original Fender schematic and layout diagrams for a broad overview of the amp's
function then we'll dive deeper and examine individual components and their value tweaking.
Click the image to view the full size readable annotated schematic. A pdf version is here. The
amp's signal flow in the schematic above is shown by the thick grey line from the input jack at
upper left to the speaker at upper right to see the larger, readable version of a diagram on this
page just click on the diagram. The very low level AC signal voltage from the guitar's coils
enters the amplifier at upper left through one of the 4 Input Jacks. Typical signal level from the
guitar pickup coils is about 0. Quiet jazz played on a guitar with a vintage single coil can
produce signals below the single digit millivolt range 0. The 5E3 has 2 channels, the Normal and
Bright Channel. The Bright Channel is brighter because of the addition of a single component,
the Bright Capacitor or Brite Cap, which allows high frequencies to bypass the Bright Volume
control at lower volume settings. The lower the volume the more highs are bypassed so the
Bright Channel is usually preferred for lower volume playing. The original Fender Bright Cap
was pF pico Farads but modern standard cap values have made it convenient to use an
equivalent pF instead. Using a larger value Bright Cap will allow lower frequencies to pass
around the Bright Volume control. Using a smaller value Bright Cap will raise the cutoff
frequency so less mids would be affected. Many modern guitar amps use a mid size pF Bright
Cap. The 5E3 Deluxe is famous for it's control interaction. Both volume controls and the tone
control all interact with one another even when only one channel is in use. Changing the volume
level of the unused channel will alter the tone and breakup of the channel in use. Both volume
controls alter how the tone control functions. When the 5E3's Bright channel volume is turned
full down its bright cap is connected directly to ground on one end and connected to the bright
end of the tone pot on the other. The bright cap then acts as a high freq tone cap that bleeds
high freqs to ground. It's not a huge effect but the brightest setting on the tone control moves to
less than max on the tone dial. This only occurs when the Normal channel is in use, the Bright
channel does not suffer from this control quirk. It's another reason besides the bright cap the
Bright channel is brighter than the Normal channel. The unused channel volume pot and k plate
load resistor change the load on the channel in use and therefore affect the gain. The unused
channel load can run from k at max volume to 1M at min volume. Turning the unused channel
volume full down offers up the most preamp gain. To get the most out of the 5E3 you must play
around with all three controls --especially at high volume levels. This is where much of the 5E3
Deluxe's magic resides. Here's an informative quote on setting the controls from clintj, " So, one
setting combo that gets me a good amount of warm breakup is this: in-use volume control on 8
or 9, unused volume set on 4, tone set to at least 9. Adjust your unused volume down for more
dirt, up for less, zero should get you in Neil Young territory. Each channel has two input jacks ,
a Hi and Lo. The Lo jacks' inputs run through a voltage divider formed by the two 68K Grid
Stopper resistors which cuts the guitar signal in half -6dB. If you find that you prefer the Lo
input jacks you should consider using the Hi jacks and just turn down the volume on your
guitar which gives you the same signal level but you'll have control at the guitar. You should
also try "jumpering" the channels together. Plug a short cable into two jacks in the normal and
bright channels for a thicker tone that's paralleled through both channel's preamps example:
guitar is plugged into Bright Hi jack then jumper from the Bright Lo jack to the Normal Hi jack.
For the graduate level explanation of how the jacks work and how jumpering the two channels
together works see this. Photo by sookwinder. The Input Resistors set the amp's input
impedance and they act as tube V1's grid leak resistors. For best signal voltage transfer from
guitar to amp you want a low impedance from the guitar and a high impedance for the amp at

least 10 times more impedance for the amp is a guide called "the rule of 10". This intentional
impedance mismatch trades guitar pickup coil current for voltage--this is called impedance
bridging. A higher value would add impedance but also add noise. A lower value would
decrease noise but reduce the voltage signal from the guitar. Some high gain amps use lower
value grid leak resistors to intentionally attenuate the signal to control gain between amplifier
stages. In the 50's and 60's carbon composition resistors were used and if you want your amp
to look 'period correct' then use them but metal film resistors are over 10 times quieter than
carbon comp so use them if you want the best quality audio and lowest noise. Resistors
generate the white noise hiss you hear when the amp is turned up to max with no guitar
plugged into the amp. The input and grid stopper resistors are a good place to use metal film
resistors because their hiss will be amplified by every gain stage. Grid Stopper resistors help
stabilize the amplifier by removing much of the audio signal above human hearing. Grid stop
resistors on the first amplifier stage do remove some high freqs from the guitar signal so some
modern amps use smaller grid stoppers and some amps do without them altogether. You can
use an alligator clip wire to jumper around the grid stopper resistors to try the amp with lower
or no grid stopper resistance but the difference is very subtle and only affects very high
frequencies but it may add some "sparkle. Click the image to view the full size readable
annotated layout. Notice how convoluted the signal path thick grey lines is compared to the
schematic. A schematic shows electrical flow while a layout diagram shows the physical
location of the amp's components. Click the image to view the full size layout diagram. Click
here for hi res pdf. Load Resistors transform the amplification stage from current to voltage
amplification. Coupling capacitors block the flow of high voltage DC but pass the AC guitar
signal voltage to the next amplifier stage. Cathode Bypass Capacitors allow signal voltage to
bypass the cathode resistor to boost gain. The Output Transformer steps down voltage but
steps up current to drive the speaker voice coil which is a simple electromagnet. After going
through the grid stopper resistors the audio signal flows down the wire to the preamp tube 's
pin 2 control grid , which is the entry to the 'A' half of the preamp tube V1A. It's called V1A
because tubes were called 'Valves' and this is tube number 1 and we're using half of the tube,
the 'A' triode. A triode has three electrodes, a grid, cathode and plate anode. The grid is the
'control valve' that controls the flow of electrons through the tube. The AC guitar audio signal
charges the grid positively and negatively as it alternates. A positive grid will allow electrons to
flow from the cathode, through the grid to the plate. A negatively charged grid will block the
flow of electrons through the tube. See How Tubes Work for more info. Notice that tube V1 has
only one cathode resistor valued at ohms. It is shared by both triodes both halves of V1 so the
cathode resistor is approximately half the value of a cathode resistor used for a single triode
such as V2A's 1. Two triode circuits sharing one cathode resistor will pull twice the current
through it so you have to cut the resistance in half to get the same voltage drop across the
resistor. This voltage difference is the triode's bias. Some modern high gain amps bias their
preamp triodes cooler using a 2. Both will reduce headroom and boost preamp distortion.
Increasing the cathode resistor value also reduces gain and decreasing it will boost gain. The
hottest bias for a preamp gain stage I have ever seen in a commercial amp is an ohm cathode
resistor not shared. The coldest bias I have seen is a 39k cathode resistor in a Soldano high
gain amp. The very high value cathode resistor is designed for early clipping to intentionally
generate preamp distortion. This type of preamp stage is called a Cold Clipper and was first
used in the Marshall amplifier. The 5E3 uses a 12AY7 preamp tube for the first gain stage. You
can substitute a higher gain 12AX7 to boost amplification, reduce headroom and increase
breakup and distortion. The preamp tube amplifies the guitar audio signal then sends it out pin
1 plate to a coupling capacitor or 'cap. DC flows in only one direction where AC alternating
current alternates its direction of flow--the electrons actually change direction and move back
and forth through a circuit. High voltage DC power used by the tube is brought in through the
load resistor. Load resistors change the amplification stage from a current amplifier to a voltage
amplifier. Many modern amps have load resistor bypass capacitors to remove frequencies
above human hearing to stabilize the amplifier and prevent oscillation in high gain amps. You
can also remove "ice pick highs" with a load resistor bypass cap. The wire between tube pin 1
plate and the load resistor carries up to volts DC. This wire carries the AC audio signal out while
simultaneously bringing in the high voltage DC power the tube needs to function. Coupling
capacitors allow the AC audio signal to pass through but block the high voltage DC and keep it
from flowing into the following amp stage. How capacitors block DC but let AC pass : Caps are
actually made with sandwiched conductive plates but I like to visualize them as having a
stretchable rubber membrane inside that blocks the flow of electricity. When voltage is applied
to a capacitor the 'rubber membrane' stretches and bulges as electrons try to flow through it. If
you quickly reverse the capacitor's voltage polarity it will go from bulging one way to bulging

the other way. This is what a small AC signal does--it stretches the 'membrane' back and forth
as the voltage alternates which allows electrons on both sides of the capacitor to move back
and forth alternate but a constant DC voltage that is trying to flow in one direction will be
blocked by the membrane. Capacitors are made of two conductive plates separated by an
insulator or dielectric. Common dielectrics are mica, polypropylene, ceramic, paper and even
oil. The Fender 5E3 Deluxe uses very large value. The overdrive tone will also tighten up.
Modern, high gain amps use extremely small coupling caps 0. See my Tube Amp Overdrive
page for more info. Some people lower the value of the 5E3 coupling cap in only one channel
and leave the other channel alone so you can choose between standard Deluxe or a tighter,
more modern tone see the Voice a Lead Channel mod. Smaller coupling caps can also improve
the way the 5E3 works with FX pedals, especially gain boost, delay and reverb pedals. Another
way to trim the 5E3's low end 'fat' and tighten up the amp is to reduce tube V1's or V2A's
cathode bypass capacitor. Both have a 25uF 25v cap that is large enough to boost all guitar
frequencies but many modern amps use a bypass cap as low as. If you wanted to alter just one
of the 5E3's channels you'd have to separate the V1A and V1B cathodes by adding another
cathode resistor and bypass cap see the Voice a Lead Channel mod. After the coupling cap the
guitar audio signal flows to the volume and tone potentiometers pots. The volume pot acts as a
variable voltage divider which when turned down will attenuate the signal voltage. Changing the
volume pots from 1 meg to k 1 million ohms to , ohms will send more signal to ground and
attenuate the signal path. The tone pot in combination with the tone capacitor create a variable
RC resistance capacitance low pass filter which removes high frequencies by shunting them to
ground. Using a higher value tone cap will lower the cutoff frequency of the tone control so it
will affect more mid frequencies. Reducing it will raise the cutoff frequency and affect less mid
freqs. The guitar signal next flows to tube V2A 's pin 7 grid. This stage acts as the second gain
stage which boosts the guitar signal voltage. The audio signal leaves tube V2A via pin 6 plate
and flows to another coupling cap that blocks DC. The signal then flows to V2B, the cathodyne
phase inverter where the guitar signal is split into two streams for the two power tubes. The
signal enters at V2B's grid and flows out its plate to a coupling cap and on to power tube V3's
grid. This signal is inverted compared to the phase inverter input. The signal also flows out
V2B's cathode to a coupling cap and on to power tube V4's grid. This signal is not inverted so
the two signals flowing to the power tubes are degrees out of phase--mirror images of one
another--one is inverted and one isn't. Unlike the 5F6A Bassman's long tail pair phase inverter,
the 5E3's cathodyne phase inverter barely amplifies the guitar signal. It's differential gain factor
is always slightly lower than 2. If you upgrade the 5E3 to run big 6L6 power tubes the cathodyne
phase inverter won't be able to drive them to full distortion the way a long tail pair phase
inverter can. After the phase inverter the guitar signal flows through another coupling cap to
block high voltage then to the power tube grid stopper resistors. Like the preamp grid stopper
resistors they help filter out noise above human hearing to prevent oscillation but they also
perform another important function, they help control blocking distortion to keep the overdrive
tone sweet even when pushed very hard. Like all grid leak resistors you can use the power tube
grid leak resistors value to control the input signal voltage. A larger value grid leak will cause
less signal attenuation and a smaller value will increase attenuation. Typical power tube grid
leak values are k and k. The power tubes , V3 and V4, are sometimes referred to as the output
tubes. While the preamp tubes have three electrodes: Cathode, control grid and plate a tube
with 3 electrodes is called a triode the power tubes are pentodes with five electrodes: Cathode,
control grid g1 , screen grid g2 , suppressor grid or beam forming plates g3 and plate. The
screen grid is held at a constant, high positive voltage to help pull free electrons from the
cathode, through the control grid to the plate. The suppressor grid helps prevent electrons from
bouncing off the plate. It is tied directly to the cathode. Although the 5E3 doesn't have them,
screen grid resistors are used in most amps to prevent tube damage from excessive screen grid
current. These resistors are usually between to ohms and rated for 3 or 5 watts of heat
dissipation. The 6V6GT is a beam pentode and therefore flows little screen current so the 5E3
can get away with running without screen grid resistors. Screen grid resistors will also increase
the screen voltage drop when screen current flows which will increase the amount of power
tube distortion caused by screen voltage drop. Adding a ohm 3 watt resistor to the 5E3 can add
sweet sounding power tube distortion so it is a modification to consider. The power tubes are
the final stage of amplification. The guitar signal enters at pin 5 control grid and leaves via pin 3
plate and flows through the output transformer OT. The output transformer's primary and
secondary windings are really just two wire coils wrapped around an iron core. The input, or
primary coil winding uses electric current flowing through the coil to generate a magnetic field
or flux. This magnetic field fluctuates with the AC signal voltage. You can alter the voltage and
current from primary to secondary by changing the ratio of coil wraps from primary coil to

secondary. Current flowing into the primary winding induces magnetic flux flow around the
transformer core which in turn induces an electric current in the secondary winding. Put fewer
wire wraps on the secondary output winding and its voltage will decrease step down but its
current will increase. Most guitar amp transformers are of the 'shell' type bottom of diagram and
made with laminated iron magnetic cores. Example : The primary winding has wraps of wire in
its coil and the secondary has wraps. This is what an amplifier's output transformer does, it
steps down the signal's voltage but steps up the current because the speaker's voice coil needs
current to move the speaker cone. At high volume the 5E3's output transformer reaches
saturation which tends to compress the signal. Once saturated an output transformer can't flow
any more flux or get any louder so loud notes are capped but softer notes are still amplified so
there's less volume difference between loud and soft guitar notes. Upgrading the 5E3 to a
larger, higher watt rated output transformer will boost maximum volume and reduce
compression the output will be more dynamic, accurate and solid state sounding --but some of
the Deluxe's magic lies in its high volume compression. The output transformer's primary takes
in a high voltage, low current signal high impedance and puts out a low voltage, high current
signal low impedance. Typically about volts of swing from the power tube plates flow into the
output transformer primary and about 12 volts AC flows out the secondary through the blue
wire to the speaker jack and on to the speaker. The speaker jack has a built in switch that
grounds the output transformer's secondary when no speaker is plugged in. It does this
because if you power up the amp with no speaker connected the output transformer will
generate very high voltage in the secondary winding and fry itself if it sees an open circuit. The
ground switch on the jack gives the transformer secondary a closed, short circuit which it can
handle much better than an open circuit. Always have a speaker connected to a tube amp when
you power it up. The aux jack is tied directly to the main speaker jack's tip and ground. Because
of the main jack's ground switch you must have a speaker plugged into the main jack for the
aux jack to function. You should use an 8 ohm aux speaker along with the cab speaker which
will give the amp a 4 ohm load which Fender considers safe for the amp. A 4 ohm aux speaker
will give the amp a too low load which will reduce output and stress the power tubes. From the
speaker jack the signal moves on to the speaker. The alternating current audio signal flows
through the speaker's voice coil which generates a magnetic field. The voice coil is simply a
single wire wrapped into a coil as shown below. The magnetic field created by the voice coil is
either attracted to or repelled by the speaker's magnet. Positive voltage in the voice coil
generates a repulsive magnetic force and the speaker coil and cone moves outward away from
the speaker magnet. Negative voltage generates an attractive magnetic force and pulls the
speaker cone inward. The speaker cone alternates between moving outward and inward as the
guitar signal voltage alternates between positive and negative. Electric current flowing through
the speaker's voice coil generates a magnetic field. When the audio signal electric current
reverses the magnetic field also reverses causing attraction and repulsion to the speaker
magnet. This in and out movement of the voice coil and speaker cone creates air pressure
waves that our ears perceive as sound--the sweet sound of electric guitar. For every movement
of a guitar string the amplifier generates a corresponding movement of the speaker cone. When
the speaker cone moves outward a positive air pressure wave is created and when the cone
moves inward a negative low pressure wave trough is generated. These air pressure waves
move our ear drums in and out. The 'voice coil' is an electromagnet that interacts with the
speaker magnet. The 'spider' supports the voice coil but allows it to move in and out freely. So
the main purpose of the 5E3 guitar amplifier is to take the tiny electrical signal generated by the
guitar's pickup and make it strong enough to push and pull a speaker cone. The guitar amp is
also used to shape the tone and control distortion giving us the clean, mellow sound of jazz
guitar or the animal growl of hard rock. Distortion is an important part of guitar amplifier design
and this is the primary difference between guitar and audio amplifiers. Audio amps are usually
designed for absolute minimum distortion. See Tube Guitar Amplifier Overdrive for specific
information on how overdrive distortion is created. The 5E3's V2A is a very generic gain stage
with a nice center bias for maximum headroom and symmetric clipping. Note the color coded
legend at upper right. Load line in red, cathode load line in magenta, AC load line in yellow and
operating point bias point in green. For information on how these lines were charted see How to
Draw Load Lines. Now that we've covered the signal flow I'll go back and cover the other
amplifier components that I didn't mention. Wall plug power of volts AC or , or volts AC in other
countries runs through the fuse and on to the power switch. The fuse is a 2 amp slow blow fuse.
Slow blow means it won't blow instantaneously when the turn-on power surge runs through it.
Sustained current greater than 2 amps is required to blow the fuse. The power transformer has
three secondary windings. The first winding steps the v AC up to volts AC. Two other small
secondary windings step the v AC down to 6. The 6. The 5 volts is used to heat the rectifier

tube's cathode. The reason is the primary and secondary coils are coupled together by the
transformer's iron core. Alternating current in the primary coil creates a magnetic field or flux
that is captured by the core. That flux flowing around the core creates an AC voltage in the
secondary coil. The load impedance placed on the secondary winding by the amplifier is
transferred through the core to the primary coil. That impedance keeps the primary coil from
"shorting out. The volts AC power from the power transformer is fed directly into V5 , the 5Y3
rectifier tube. V5 is a full wave dual plate rectifier tube that converts alternating current AC into
direct current DC , which the amplifier's electronics actually need to function. The power
transformer and rectifier tube have internal resistance that cause voltage sag when higher
current is demanded. Installing a higher rated power transformer can reduce voltage sag and
"stiffen" the amp's tone, make it sound "punchier" and help tighten the bottom end. You can
raise the DC voltages in the amp by swapping out the 5Y3 rectifier tube for a higher output tube
but be careful because your 6V6 power tubes can be damaged by too high a plate voltage.
Higher amp voltage tends to increase output power, tighten up the tone and make it "punchier.
These resistors and capacitors form RC resistance capacitance low pass filters that take the
lumpy, pulsing DC output of the rectifier tube and smooth it out--the smoother the better. Any
waves or ripples left over in the DC power would be added to our audio signal and heard as Hz
hum in the preamp and power tubes. The filter caps also act as a power reservoir so the larger
the value of the capacitors the "stiffer" the amp sounds because the amp can react to power
demands with less voltage sag. Low frequencies demand more power so larger capacitors can
really help the low end and prevent "farting out. Notice the resistors between the filter caps.
Now that you know how the 5E3 works let's talk about modifying it. The 5E3 Deluxe's 5Y3
rectifier uses 2 amps of 5V heater current. Other rectifiers: GZ34 uses 1. Heater current in amps:
Preamp tubes: 0. Calculated 6. Preamp tube current is so low it isn't necessary to actually
calculate the value so we can simply estimate it at 3ma per triode 2 triodes per preamp tube. A
transformer operating near its max current rating can't refill the filter reservoir capacitors as
quickly as a larger, higher rated transformer so the voltage will drop more. Note: Power Tube
power use, not power to the speakers. So a 5E3 power transformer must supply at least 2 amps
of 5V rectifier heater current, 1. It uses 10 watts of 5V, 9. See my Amplifier Power Transformer
Calculations spreadsheet to automate these calculations. V1A 1. V1B 1. Note the Weber split
ground bus, power amp ground on left, preamp ground bus on right. Click on the layout to see
the full size image. The pdf is here. Upload the optimized Hoffman circuit board file to the
HoffmanAmps. This is my take on the best possible layout for a standard 5E3 chassis. This is a
basic 5E3 circuit, there are no modifications that will affect the tone. I have deleted the totally
unnecessary Standby Switch and Death Cap. Shielded cable is used to connect the grid
stoppers directly across the chassis to V1. The cable shield is grounded to an input jack ground
tab. The V1 end of the cable is not grounded to prevent a ground loop. A nice, clean option is to
use shielded microphone cable which has four conductors and run both input wires through
one microphone cable. Shielded cable isn't a necessity in the 5E3 but if you use standard wire I
recommend you run it along the chassis floor and below the circuit board to allow the chassis
act as a noise shield. Separate eyelets are provided for the preamp tube cathode resistors and
bypass caps. The V2A coupling cap is reoriented to reduce cable runs. Wire routing is
optimized for shorter runs, 90 degree wire crossings and maximum separation between grid and
plate wires. The choice of resistor is up to you but I recommend 1 watt metal film everywhere
except where noted on the layout. Keen's suggestion to use 1 or. A 10 watt ohm cement resistor
is used for the power tube cathode. The plate load resistors are bumped up to 2 watts and the
voltage dropping resistors are upgraded to 3 and 5 watts for component longevity. I employed a
unified ground bus that is only grounded at the Normal Low input jack. The typical split-bus
ground sends all the preamp return current through the chassis. This ground scheme doesn't
flow any current through the chassis which any electrical engineer will tell you is a good thing.
If you want to use an artificial 6. I also shortened up the component span to keep from
stretching the small component leads so much. I added optional power tube screen resistors to
the circuit board. I add them to all my 5E3 builds because they help protect the tubes during
heavy overdrive and they sweeten the power tube distortion. The worthless standby switch has
been removed which allowed some simplification and optimization of this point-to-point layout. I
used a simple three-point grounding scheme with the first two filter caps' ground isolated. The
preamp ground at lower right is grounded through the black wire connected to the Normal Hi
input jack at upper right--the tag strip's center ground terminal is not used. Green wires are
ground connections. Adding ohm power tube screen resistors would sweeten power tube
distortion and help protect the tube from screen failure during heavy overdrive. The amp uses a
star grounding scheme with isolated Cliff input jacks connected to an AC only ground through
capacitor C The headphone circuit's 2. The headphone output suffers from the lack of speaker

tone shaping and breakup. These pics are from a near virgin 5E3. All photos in this section were
generously donated by Keithb7. The tube chart inside the cab. See this to make a reproduction
chart. Well that's it for the 5E3 Deluxe. It's a great sounding but simple guitar amp. The 5E3P
tweed Proluxe features a dual 6L6 tube push-pull output stage and fixed bias. It uses a higher
voltage ou
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tput GZ34 rectifier tube to give the 6L6 power tubes the higher voltage they like. The signal flow
is identical to the 5E3 and is shown using orange arrows. Red arrows show the power flow. My
first amp build was a BootHillAmps. This is my personal favorite tube amp book. Morgan Jones,
Valve Amplifiers , 4th Edition. Robert C. It includes many graphs to help make the material
easier to understand. Modern 5E3 Deluxe Layout Click the image to view the full size layout
diagram. The volume pots act as the tube V2A grid leak. Cathode Resistors set the cathode bias
voltage. Speaker Voice Coil is an Electromagnet Electric current flowing through the speaker's
voice coil generates a magnetic field. Speaker The 'voice coil' is an electromagnet that interacts
with the speaker magnet. Power Supply Now that we've covered the signal flow I'll go back and
cover the other amplifier components that I didn't mention. Optimized 5E3 Layout Click on the
layout to see the full size image. Photos by Keithb7.

